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W

ith 64 years
under its designdedicated belt,
iconic familyowned tabletop brand Nambé is
renowned for combining the finest
materials with hand craftsmanship
and design from the world’s most
esteemed designers, delivering
product that transcends trends,
generations and cultures.
And with two recent additions
to the Nambé management team
– president and CEO, Bill Robedee
and chief marketing officer and EVP
of sales, Lou Scala – the lifestyle and
gift company that set up shop in
New Mexico in 1951 is set to take its
products to even greater heights this
year, with logistical enhancements,
expanded product design and new
designer collaborations.
Previously, the chief legal officer
at Lenox Corporation, Bill Robedee

With new management,
expansion into Europe
and a brand-new
dinnerware collection
on the table for 2015,
the iconic American
tabletop brand Nambé
is set to take the
international tableware
market by storm

has served in leadership roles at
some of the most important brands
in tabletop. Robedee recently joined
Nambé as President and CEO in
October, with the aim of growing
the brand.
“Nambé is about a casual
contemporary elegance that is both
timeless and effortlessly modern
– it speaks to the heart of today’s
tabletop consumer and is ideally
positioned for dramatic growth in
today’s marketplace,” says Bill.
And as part of the brand’s
growth in 2015, Nambé will be
strengthening its position in the
European market. “We see Europe as
a tremendous growth opportunity,”
states Bill. “We have shown our
product at Ambiente for many
years now, and we always receive
a great response there.” As part of
its European growth, Nambé will
enhance its logistics in order to

NAMBE TIMELINE
1951

Winkler Mills Craftsmen, Inc., near
the Nambe Pueblo, casts bronze
and copper cookware/gifts.
The owner retires, offering the
business to his secretary, Pauline
Platt Cable.

1953

Former metallurgist Martin
Eden develops an eight-metal
alloy that retains hold and cold
temperatures for long periods of
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time. Pauline partners with Mr
Eden to Nambé Mills, creating
modern cookware and serveware.

1956

The Museum of Modern Art
selects two Nambé pieces for
the annual Good Design Show.

1967

Co-owner Martin Eden announces
plans to double production space.
In three years, the workforce has

help buyers and retailers receive
delivery of Nambé products quicker,
easier, and in the quantities they
demand. “Now that we are poised
to overcome some of the logistical
challenges we faced doing business
in Europe in the past, we are excited
to grow our business there,” says Bill.
Previously, Nambé had a scatter
shot approach to the European
markets, but in the last six months,
it has established a warehouse and
logistics facility in Ireland, which
will stock product for the European
and Middle East markets. This will
mean Nambé will not only boast
a European product assortment,
which it will showcase at Ambiente
in February 2015, but that this
assortment will be based in Europe,
with shipping from Europe.
“This will open up a world of
potential customers for Nambé –
customers such as independent gift
shops, who weren’t previously able
to do business with the brand due

grown from seven employees to 26.
The new space is 12,000 sq-ft and
the plan is to have 46 employees.
The number of retail outlets selling
Nambe has grown to 450.

1976

Now popular, Nambé has
inspired its share of imitators; an
ad appears in the local paper to
instruct the buying public how
to differentiate between Nambé
and its lesser quality imitators.

to their demand for smaller amounts
of product,” says Bill.
Nambé will also be taking a
similar approach to its operations
in Asia and in Australia, creating
logistical solutions that will enable
the brand to grow in those regions.
It is the international appeal of
Nambé’s design aesthetic that is
driving such international expansion;
a unique and contemporary yet
timeless design aesthetic that
translates well in other cultures.
“It is not culturally specific and
appeals to a broad design sensibility,”
says chief marketing officer, Lou
Scala, pointing to the fact that
people from all over the world
appreciate the Nambé design
aesthetic, along with the brand’s
high-quality well-designed product.
“We hope to capitalise on that as
we expand into more international
markets,” states Lou.
It is the brand’s mid-century
modern design and its dedication

1977

After two fires (in 1972 and
1976), the Nambé foundry is
relocated to Santa Fe and a
new foundry constructed – an
expansion to 24,000 sq-ft.

1981

Demand for Nambé has
grown beyond Pauline Cable’s
expectations. The Hillenbrand
family purchases Nambé Mills. The
collection consists of 83 items.

COMING
IN 2015
BULBO MUG STACK

SCOOP SERVER

Designed by Lou Henry, this stack of four ceramic
mugs nestle into each other atop a rich, acacia
wood base for a sculptural effect.

Designed by Wei Young, this award-winning chip
‘n dip product allows for easy, all-in-one-place
dipping with its two-tiered design.

FRUIT TREE
BOWL
BRAID BOWL
Introduced in 2013 and designed by Sean
O’Hara, this seek glass bowl with gently curved
corners is lifted off the table by artful coils
of textured gleaming chrome, ideal for both
elegant and contemporary settings.

Featuring a unique design
by Wei Young, this fruit
bowl boasts a playful
spirit with its Nambé alloy
fingers on which can be
draped bananas or grapes.
The rich, natural acacia
wood tones, meanwhile,
make the fruit colours pop.

to both artistic integrity and
everyday functionality that has not
just ensured its products transcend
both time and cultures, but has
helped the brand secure countless
design awards. Nambé is a brand
that certainly lives up to its tagline
‘Nambé is art designed for everyday
living’ boasting products that have
been displayed in the permanent
collections of 23 international
museums – think the Kissing Salt
& Pepper set in the Museum of
Modern Art, San Francisco, and the
Lounge Chip & Dip in the Chicago
Athenaeum – and most recently, in
2013, securing the ‘Best of Best’
Gold Award.

“Good design is timeless design and
the mid-century design movement
has proven to be a strong influence,
even on design today. Nambé has
remained true to its original design
aesthetic for more than 60 years,
while also remaining relevant to
current design trends,” explains Lou.
Helping the brand achieve
such timeless design is its rosta of
top international designers, who
collaborate with Nambé to create
its award-winning cutting-edge
product. Designers like awardwinning designer Karim Rashid, and
playful designer, Neil Cohen, are in
fact at the heart of what Nambé is
all about and integral to its design

heritage. “Nambé has always
been about good design and our
designers continue to be one of
the most important components of
our business. Most of our designers
have been designing for Nambé
for many years and they have a
deep understanding of, and a deep
affection for, the brand,” says Lou,
explaining how Nambé always gives
its designers the freedom to create
without boundaries.
The latest iconic designer
to team up with the brand is
renowned British designer, Robin
Levien. Having designed the
highly successful ‘Trend’ range for
Rosenthal Thomas in the ‘80s, a

1989

1999

2007

For eight years, Nambé delivers
record sales and the collection
consists of 100+ items. Nambé is in
high demand on bridal registries and
at many of the nation’s department
stores and specialty retailers.

1995

Nambé creates the Studio
Collection, with award-winning
design Karim Rashid selected as
the designer to inaugurate it.

‘Dedicated to Design’ becomes the
Nambé mantra. Designers Karim
Rashid and Neil Cohen create a
collection of 24 items.

2003

Nambé is awarded the 2003
Metropolitan Home Modernism
Award in recognition of its
products exemplifying the spirit
of the great Modernist movement
of the 20th century.

Nambé releases 27 patterns of
flatware, strengthening its position
as the premiere brand in luxury
tabletop and gift. Nambé’s collection
boasts 350+ timeless designs.

2011

Nambe launches a Gourmet
Kitchen line of products, further
trademarking the name Nambé
Gourmet in 2012 and adding a
line of cookware.

Nambé
Dinnerware
by Robin
Levien
The latest high-profile designer to
partner with Nambé is renowned
British designer Robin Levien, the
founder and creative director of
Studio Levien. Having designed
for brands such as Rosenthal,
Villeroy & Boch, Lenox/Dansk
and Porcel, Robin Levien is well
known for his design work in the
tableware industry, delivering
product that is functional yet
beautiful, very like Nambé’s
aesthetic. Having aspired to
create a design project with
Nambé for a very long time, Robin
told Tableware International that
he is excited to now have this
opportunity to design dinnerware
for the brand. “Nambé is a brand
which understands design – they
have won many design awards
and have worked with top
designers such as Karim Rashid,
not to mention one of our design
heroes here in the studio, Eva
Zeisel,” explains Robin. “Studio
Levien is a shape house; Nambé
is a shape-driven company –
we should be a match made in
heaven. We are aiming to bring
the wonderful heritage of great
shapes in metal and in wood at
Nambé into ceramic tableware,”
explains Robin.

2013

The Nambé Gourmet Chirp Kettle
takes the coveted ‘Best of the Best’
Gold Awrad at the Housewares
Design Awards competition, and the
Curvo Colander wins the Chicago
Athenaeum Good Design Award.

2014

New management appointments
include president and CEO, Bob
Robedee, and chief marketing
officer and EVP of sales, Lou Scala.
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tableware range with Raymond
Blanc, and the House porcelain for
John Lewis, Robin Levien is expert
in dinnerware design and is in the
process of designing dinnerware for
Nambé. “Robin Levien is well-known
in the design world and we are very
excited to have him help us launch
Nambé dinnerware later this year.
"Robin understands Nambé and
has been an admirer of the brand for
a long time… and that goes both
ways; we are big fans of his work and
look forward to partnering with him
on this project," says Lou.
In fact, dinnerware is set to be
the big product focus for Nambé in
2015, along with the promotion of
Nambé’s coffee and tea line and its
gourmet collection.
“Our plan is to introduce Nambé
dinnerware in a big way this year.
Our customers have asked for it, and
we are looking forward to delivering
some great, new dinnerware
collections that will appeal to a
broad customer base,” says Lou,
explaining how dinnerware will
complete the Nambé table.
Nambé already delivers flatware
and crystal glassware and barware,
the latter currently licensed to
WWRD, an arrangement that will
continue into the future, and that
this year will be updated to deliver a
more casual collection, as well as a
more well-rounded barware range.
In addition to Nambé’s serveware
pieces and tabletop accessories,

the brand also boasts its Nambé
Gourmet line, a collection focused
on ‘top of the counter’ kitchen items
that perfectly communicate Nambé’s
expertise at marrying functionality
with great design.
“This collection is meant to be
used every day in the kitchen, but
also to sit out on the countertop and
be admired,” says Lou, explaining
how many of the products are made
with stainless steel, so not only are
they beautifully designed, but also
practical, extremely durable and
dishwasher-safe. “They are not for
hiding away in the kitchen cabinet
– we like to say Nambé Gourmet is
functional sculpture for your kitchen
countertop.”
The Nambé Gourmet line,
launched in 2011, has already proven
very successful for the brand, with
much of the success centering
around its appeal to younger
consumers, as well as its gift-giving
opportunities. “Consumers don’t
mind spending a little bit more on a
nice gift, but they want something
high quality that will last a long time
and be memorable and useful long
after the gift wrap is thrown away,”
says Lou, highlighting how Nambé
gift boxes all of its products.
And while Nambé sees itself first
and foremost as a lifestyle brand, it
is also a gift company, continuing
to be one of the top brands on
bridal registries in the US. “We try to
focus on developing product that

DREAM TEAM

is beautiful, functional, high quality
and priced right for gifting on any
occasion, as well as being packaged
beautifully,” says Lou.
It is also, however, very much a
metals company, renowned for its
proprietary metal alloy material,
which it discovered in 1953 and
which continues to be its core
material. This signature metal alloy
– and its 15-step casting process –
ensures that Nambé metal designs
have the beauty and lustre of silver,
the strength of iron, and will not
crack, chip or tarnish. In the last few
years, however, design has come
to dictate the materials used, with
materials such as wood being added
to the mix, providing a design twist.
But whether crafted purely from
the brand’s signature alloy, mixed
with acacia wood, or fashioned
from stainless steel or porcelain, its
products, which include everything
from chip ‘n dip servers and salad
bowls, to salt and pepper shakers
and candleholders, all share the
same unmistakeable Nambé
elements… timeless beauty,
innovative gallery-worthy design,
artistic integrity, uncompromising
quality and function beyond
compare… elements that will, no
doubt, take Nambé into 2015 and
into Europe with great success.
Find Nambe’s European assortment of
products on the Nambé stand in Hall
4.0, Stand A81, at Ambiente, Frankfurt,
from February 13-17, 2015.

YARO BOWL &
SALAD SERVERS
Crafted of rich, dense and durable
acacia wood and designed by Sean
O’Hara, the sculptured Yaro Salad
Bowl boasts a narrow pedestal with
flared sides up to a wide mouth,
a design that ensures no dressing
escapes the greens, while the
acacia wood absorbs stains and
odours. The salad servers have
acacia wood heads and sculpted
handles made of Nambé alloy.

KISSING
SALT &
PEPPER
Designed by Karim
Rashid and crafted from
Nambé’s signature metal
alloy, these five-inch
shakers boast a sensuous
feel and highly polished
finish. So innovative are
they that they are on
display at the Museum
of Mode-rn Art in San
Francisco.

Two new management additions to Nambé are set to bring exciting change to the family-owned tabletop brand. Having
worked in leadership roles with some of the most important brands in tabletop, including Lenox, Bill Robedee is the new
president and CEO of Nambé. “Bill brings to Nambé a driving passion and enthusiasm for how the
Nambé aesthetic speaks to the modern consumer, together with the real world expertise needed to
strengthen our business platform for growth,” said Nambé chairman, Dan Hillenbrand. Lou Scala has
joined Nambe as its chief marketing officer and EVP of sales. Having worked in senior executive positions
at Lenox and Waterford Wedgwood, Lou is responsible for directing product development, sales and
marketing activities across Nambés wholesale, retail and e-commerce channels. “Lou comes to us with an unparalleled track
record of successes over the last two decades. His passion, instinctive understanding of our design driven aesthetic, and his
talent for innovation make him the ideal choice for this key role,” says Bill Robedee of Lou.
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